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● Noise and power of computation / simulation

● Noise methodology

● Clarke lab: noise is the signal



Why Measure & Specify Noise?

Majority of talks do not (deeply) discuss noise 

Why not?
Physics is interesting by itself
(Phase transitions seen without understanding imperfections)
Can publish nice papers, as doing something new

Why?
Physics experiments traditionally discuss errors (to reproduce)
We are building computational devices, where noise matters
Are we really doing something powerful?
Programmable: how well do we know parameters?
Future computers (e.g. error correction) limited by noise
Need to discuss, show students the importance



Theory: Approximate Solutions with Classical Computation

Drew Potter (Tues.): “Qubit-efficient simulation with quantum tensor networks”,
~2% errors introduced by approximations

NISQ threshold conjecture:
Quantum computers and simulators can be efficiently simulated with errors,
approximately few percent.  Hardware ideally below this threshold.

Corollary:
Quantum advantage can’t be claimed with no error measurements, or
high error

Note: Classical computation methods getting much better.  



Problem: Hard to Prove Quantum Advantage

For an experiment, difficult to prove quantum advantage even if paper can’t 
compute results with classical simulation

How complete is simulation theory?
Tried all the latest methods & algorithms?
Do approximation/scaling methods give semi-qual/quant answer?
(Is there motivation to prove experiment is “easy”?)

Some calculations can be proved difficult

Basic issues: 
Difficult to prove classical computation is hard
What constitutes useful computation, especially without error propagation?



Why use Classical Error Probability?

Quantum computation with amplitudes
Formally need quantum tomography

Error probability is simpler to understand & use
Easier to measure and predict, especially for large system
Works well, why?

First order estimate
Algorithms can randomize state: randomized compiling (gauge transf.)

Identity gate is worst gate, use spin-echo / dynamical decoupling
Algorithms without randomizing more sensitive to calibration

Validation with QS experiment

Need more experiments to test validity: need to check system fidelity



Showstopper: Errors (Quality) for Classical and Quantum Circuits
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space time (depth D)

Nlogic ~ 1/errlogic W D ~ 1/errgate ~ coherence time / gate time

err = 10-2       D ~ 1
err = 10-4       D ~ 100

Classical (CMOS) Quantum

1960’s:    err = 10-3    TTL
2020:      err = 10-11   M1 W = 100

                         Programing with Circuits, Errors

W D = 10 may be possible with mitigation
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Quantum Computing Companies and Errors



1) Single qubit gate (tomography)
2) Two qubit gate

(basic check)

3) 1- and 2-qubit multiple gates (RB, XEB)
(time crosstalk)

4) Simultaneous 1- and 2-gates on large processor
(space crosstalk)

5) Simultaneous full algorithm
(full time and space crosstalk check)

6) Compare errors
(system error model)
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Strategy for Measuring & Checking Errors (Gold Standard)



Useful Error Characterization with XEB
1) Quantum state and process tomography

a) Most fundamental
b) Full quantum description with phases
c) Hard to separate out SPAM (state prep. and meas.) errors
d) Not obvious how to improve gates
e) Scales badly 24N, difficult beyond few qubits
f) (Not what needed for error correction)

2) Randomized benchmarking  (RB)
a) Errors from random but repeated gates
b) Subtracts away SPAM
c) More scalable, but hard to invert for large number 
d) Uses Clifford gates, not matched to analog control

3) Cross-entropy benchmarking (XEB)
a) Similar to RB
b) But for arbitrary gates: best fit + error
c) Can measure purity (decoherence only)
d) Can be used to optimize, even every gate
e) Works up to 30-50 qubits (or more with appx.’s)
f) Predicts performance with error probability (not ampl.)



1 and 2 Qubit Errors, Simultaneous 

Need to quote:
All qubits
Average and Simultaneous



● System validation 
● Learn control map

● Checks general-purpose circuit
● Randomly chosen gates: qubit speckle

○ Sensitive to single qubit errors
○ Complex & difficult to simulate

Validation Algorithm for Quantum Supremacy

laser
speckle

F = ⟨2Np(xi) -1⟩i

{x1…, xi }

{p(1)...,p(2N)}
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= 1 perfect match
= 0 any error

Cross entropy fidelity is useful:



Quantum Supremacy Data

250 gates
laptop

workstation

datacenter



Quantum Science Results

1) Same fidelity: full, elided, patch, predicted
Errors NOT depend on entanglement
  and computation complexity!

2) No new decoherence physics:
  Probability prediction, Fidelity = 𝚷i (1-ei)
  Error correction should work

3) Quantum works at 253 = 1016 Hilbert space
  Previously tested to ~103

4) Test model of digitized errors
  One error gives zero fidelity
  Consistent with error probability
  Tests each gate (of ~500)

phase flip



Hyper-optimized contraction orderings. 
J. Gray and S. Kourtis 2020

Based on community detection.

Also “Fast counting with tensor networks”, 
Kourtis et. al. 

Latest cost: 15 hours, 512 GPUs, Pan et. al. 2021 

(circuit depth)



Summary & Conclusions

Errors < 1-2% for no classical simulation
Conjecture

Errors < 0.1% for interesting / deep algorithms, & error correction
Likely

Measure system errors, compare with error budget
Probabilistic errors useful, probably good enough
XEB is useful benchmarking tool

More investigation of errors needed for future progress


